A Game Theory Approach for Conjunctive Use Optimization Model Based on Virtual Water Concept
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Abstract

In this study to allocate the agricultural and environmental water, considering virtual water concept, a multi-objective optimization model based on NSGA-II is developed. The objectives consist of equity maximization, agricultural benefit maximization for each region, maximization of green water utilization and finally minimization of environmental shortage. Then a cooperative game (Grand Coalition) model is presented by forming all possible coalitions. By the game model including Nucleolus, Proportional Nucleolus, Normal Nucleolus and Shapley methods, the benefit is reallocated based on all Pareto optimal solutions obtained from multi-objective optimization model. Then using two famous fallback bargaining methods, Unanimity and q-Approval, preferable alternative (solution) for each of the cooperative games is determined. Finally, based on the obtained benefit for each selected alternatives, the two most beneficial alternatives are chosen. The proposed methodology applied for water allocation of Minoo-Dasht, Azad-Shahr and Gonbad-Kavoos cities in Golestan province, Iran for a 3-year period as a case study. Also, eight crops including Wheat, Alfalfa, Barley, Bean, Rice, Corn, Soya, and Cotton are selected based on local experts’ recommendations. The models’ results indicated no significant difference between the grand coalition model and the multi-objective optimization model in terms of the average cultivation area (a relative change of 2.1%), while lower agricultural water allocation occurred for the grand coalition model (about 10.35 percent average) compared with the multi-objective optimization model. It is also observed that more agricultural benefit gained by the grand coalition model (32 percent average). Finally, it is found that Wheat and Corn hold the most rates of import and export, respectively, and Rice was the crop which has the least shortage of production to supply food demand.
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1. Introduction

In many countries, agricultural activities and food production are in critical condition due to water [1-2] and low irrigation efficiency [3]. As a remedy, virtual water concept can be used to alleviate water scarcity and enhance water use efficiency [4-6]. Virtual water concept was first used by Allan [7] to support the idea that in water scarcity condition, water can be saved for municipal needs by importing more food (i.e. virtual water) instead of producing food [8-10]. In another study, Li et al. [11] confirmed that virtual water trading can save excess water without any significant changes in revenue obtained in a non-trading activity. Also, taking the role of water price into account, Fracasso et al. [12] proved that higher water irrigation prices, reduce virtual water exports. Noticeably, Liu et al. [13] suggested that future actions should be focused on extending self-sufficiency through more efficient processes.
Practicing conjunctive use of surface and groundwater is an efficient way to produce more food, because it would cause more areas to be planted [14]. In this field, a variety of studies have been reported so far [15-20].

Participants of the agricultural districts with common water resources often experience conflicts. As an efficient tool, game theory can incorporate interaction and conflict between participants and has been used by many water resource researchers, recently [21-25]. One of the main branches of this theory consists of the cooperative game methods [26-29]. The studies which consist of a multi-objective optimization problem may have more than one solution, depending on the applied solution method [30-31]. In case, to select the best-obtained solution, Nikoo et al. [32] applied Unanimity Fallback Bargaining (UFB) method to find the best agreed-upon design point on the trade-off curve.

In this paper, by focusing on virtual water concept, a conjunctive use model is developed to optimize water allocation to different agriculture sectors. The methodology includes a multi-objective optimization (M.O.) model which is followed by a game theory (grand coalition) model. The M.O. model’s objectives are green water rate maximization, equity maximization, environmental shortage minimization and benefit maximization. Unlike the mentioned studies on the conjunctive use, virtual water concept and game theory approach are taken into consideration simultaneously as a key factor in this study. Maximization of green to total water ratio as one of the objectives can lead to choose crops with greater yield and more water use efficiency. Also, this will result in a set of Pareto optimal solutions (solution) with less water allocation and more productivity through running the M.O. model. After forming all possible coalitions, the cooperative benefit of the grand coalition is calculated. Subsequently, different cooperative game methods such as Nucleolus, Proportional Nucleolus, Normal Nucleolus and Shapley methods, are applied to reallocate the benefit between the regions. Then the most preferable alternatives are selected for each cooperative game method, based on Fallback Bargaining methods, i.e., Unanimity (UFB) and q-Approval (q-Approval FB). Finally, the two most profitable alternatives are chosen as the most acceptable alternatives.

This innovative methodology can lead to save water in two steps. In the first step, when the M.O. model is applied through green water rate maximization and in the second step, when the grand coalition model is applied. The agricultural benefit is also increased in the same procedure, through benefit maximization in both the M.O. model and the grand coalition model.

2. Methodology

2.1. NSGA-II Multi-Objective Optimization Model

Non-Dominant Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II) was firstly proposed by Deb et al. [33] to solve multi-objective optimization problem and has been used by many researchers so far [23, 32, 34, 35]. In this type of problems, there is no single optimal solution since there could be various conflicts between objectives. In fact, the optimal solutions, which are called “Pareto-Optimal Solutions”, are superior to all other solutions in the search space [36, 37].

Figure 1 illustrates the framework of the developed model which includes four sequential parts. Required data is collected in the first step. In the second step, the M.O. model calculates both the optimum amount of the agricultural area for different crops in each region and total allocated conjunctive water resources. The M.O. model is formed by six objectives including equity maximization, benefit maximization for each region, green water usage maximization and finally environmental shortage minimization. The constraints of this optimization model are cultivable area, self-sufficiency, and allowable groundwater extraction. In the third step, after forming the possible coalitions, their related benefit determined by reallocating the amount of water which is allocated by the M.O. model. Then, the agricultural benefit is reallocated to the regions of the study area for all Pareto-optimal solutions (points) on the trade-off curve by use of different cooperative games. Finally, in the last step two most preferable alternatives are chosen by applying two Fallback Bargaining (FB) methods. The formulation of the M.O. model is as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Min } f_1 &= \left[ \sum_{t=1}^{n} \left( \frac{\text{Gal}_t/\text{P}_{sg} + \text{Sal}_t/\text{P}_{sg} - \text{W}_{sg}/\text{P}_{sg}}{\text{W}_{sg}/\text{P}_{sg}} \right)^{2^{1/2}} \right]^{-1} \\
\text{Max } f_2 &= \sum_{y=1}^{n} \sum_{f=1}^{n} \left( x_{yf} - y_{yf} \right) \text{ for Minoo – Dasht} \\
\text{Max } f_3 &= \sum_{y=1}^{n} \sum_{f=1}^{n} \left( x_{yf} - y_{yf} \right) \text{ for Azad – Shahr}
\end{align*}
\]
Max \( f_4 = \sum_{y=1}^{N_y} \sum_{t=1}^{2} \sum_{c=1}^{n} (x_{ytc} \cdot Y_{ytc} \cdot P'_{ytc} - x_{ytc} \cdot C_{ytc} - v_{ytc}) \) for Gonbad - Kavoos (4)

Max \( f_5 = \frac{\sum_{r=1}^{Nr} \sum_{y=1}^{Ny} \sum_{t=1}^{2} \sum_{c=1}^{n} x_{ytc} \cdot Y_{ytc} \cdot VWC_{g-rytc}}{\sum_{r=1}^{Nr} \sum_{y=1}^{Ny} \sum_{t=1}^{2} \sum_{c=1}^{n} x_{ytc} \cdot Y_{ytc} \cdot VWC_{rytc}} \) (5)

Min \( f_6 = \sum_{y=1}^{Ny} \sum_{i=1}^{12} \sum_{river=1}^{nr} (E_{req} - E_{all})^2 \) (6)

Subject to:

\( al_{sgr} = \sum_{y=1}^{Ny} \sum_{t=1}^{2} \sum_{c=1}^{n} \sum_{r=1}^{m} x_{ytc} \cdot (ET - Re)_{ytc} \cdot eff. \) (7)

\( Gal_{sgr} = (D_{sgr} + I_{sgr} + \text{Garden}_{sgr} + E_{all} + al_{sgr}) - Sal_{sgr} \) (8)

\( W_{sg} = \sum_{r=1}^{m} (Gal_{sgr} + Sal_{sgr}) \) (9)

\( x_{rc} \cdot Y_{rc} + v_{tc} \geq P_{sgr} \cdot D_{c} \) (10)

\( \sum_{c=1}^{n} x_{rc} \leq Ar_{sgr} \) (11)

\( Gal_{sgr} \leq GW_{allowable} \) (12)

Where:

Gal, Sal, W = Groundwater, river and total water allocation (MCM), respectively.

\( GW_{allowable} \) = Allowable groundwater extraction (MCM).

x, Y, P', C = Area (ha), yield (ton/ha), price ($/ton) and cost ($/ton) for each crop respectively.

VWC, vt = Virtual water content (m$^3$/ton) and virtual trade ($), respectively.

E_{req}, E_{all} = Environmental demand (MCM) and river flow allocation (MCM), respectively.

ET, Re = Evapotranspiration (mm) and effective precipitation (mm), respectively.

D, I = Drinking and industrial water demand (MCM), respectively.

Garden, al = Horticultural and agricultural water demand (MCM), respectively.

Dc, P = Crop demand per capita (ton/person) and population, respectively.

Ar = Maximum cultivation area in each region (ha).

y, t, c, river = Index for year, crop season, crop type and river, respectively.

r, s, g = Index for region, surface water and groundwater, respectively.

eff. = Irrigation efficiency (0.6).
2.2. Cooperative Game Theory Methods

Game theory as a powerful tool in decision making has been used in different fields of sciences including economics, social science, engineering, agriculture etc. In this study, after running the multi-objective optimization model, the possible coalitions are formed and the agricultural benefit for each region in the study area is reallocated by applying different cooperative game theory methods including Nucleolus, Proportional Nucleolus, Normal Nucleolus and Shapley Value [25-27, 34, 38-42].

2.3. Fallback Bargaining (FB) Method

By solving a multi-objective problem, a variety of solutions (alternatives) could be obtained. Hence, it is of great importance to choose the most preferable solutions. To do this, the Fallback Bargaining Method as a very popular method in water resources management which is applied by different researchers [32, 35, 43] is used. In this research,
two specific branches of this method i.e. Unanimity Fallback Bargaining (UFB) and q-Approval Fallback Bargaining (q-Approval FB) [44] are applied.

2.4. Study Area

To examine the efficiency of the proposed methodology, the available data from a specific part of Golestan province in Iran which consists of three regions, i.e. Minoo-Dasht, Azad-Shahr and Gonbad-Kavoos are used (Figure 2). The annual precipitation mostly occurs from January to April in higher lands of the region. Its rate is between 300 and 1000 millimeter annually. In contrast, the potential evapotranspiration ranges from 800 mm in the mountains to more than 1200 mm in areas with lower altitude [45]. In the research, two planting seasons (i.e. winter and summer) are considered. In winter three crops, including wheat, barley, bean and in summer season four other crops, including rice, corn, soya and cotton, in addition to alfalfa as a perennial crop were selected as the most desirable crops.

![Figure 2. The location of the study area in Iran](image)

3. Results and Discussion

According to Figure 1, after gathering data, the NSGA-II multi-objective optimization model is developed. The model has 200 decision variables including cultivation area and environmental river flows as the decision variables. Also model parameters, such as population size and a maximum number of generations are set to be 2000 and 300, respectively. By running the model, a Pareto front that consists 82 solution points obtained. Then for each of the mentioned points, the optimal values of the decision variables are determined. After that, the parameters such as the agricultural production, the related water allocation and agricultural benefit as functions of cultivation area (the optimal values of decision variables) are calculated. In the next step, maximum benefits of all possible coalitions are determined and the benefit of the grand coalition is reallocated to the different regions (for all of the 82 solution points) by applying different cooperative game theory methods. For each of 4 cooperative game theory methods (i.e. Nucleolus, Proportional Nucleolus, Normal Nucleolus and Shapley methods), by applying “Unanimity” and “q-Approval” Fallback Bargaining Methods, the most preferable alternatives among the existing 82 solutions are determined. Then 8 alternatives are chosen, 4 based on UFB and the other 4 based on q-Approval FB (Table 1). Thereafter, among the 4 selected alternatives by each FB methods, the most beneficial alternatives (alternatives with the highest benefit) are chosen as the final solutions which are alternatives 80 and 4 (Table 2). As it can be seen alternative 80 is the outcome of Proportional Nucleolus method while alternative 4 is that of Nucleolus and Shapley methods (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fallback bargaining methods</th>
<th>Cooperative methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nucleolus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unanimity</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q-Approval</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 shows the net agricultural benefit obtained from the results of the grand coalition model. As it can be seen in this table, Gonbad-Kavoos, Minoo-Dasht and Azad-Shahr got rank 1 to 3, respectively. The obtained values in Table 2 depend on both the initial benefit calculated from the M. O. model and the amount of additional benefit due to the
participation of the regions in the grand coalition model. The mentioned additional benefit is calculated by different cooperative game methods. The rates of benefit for alternative 80 are 0.6, 0.29 and 0.116 for Gonbad-Kavoos, Minoo-Dasht and Azad-Shahr, respectively, which change to 0.52, 0.3 and 0.173 for alternative 4. Also comparing the total benefit values for the two alternatives depicts that the cultivation area of the valuable crops is more for alternative 4 than that of the alternative 80.

Table 2. Obtained benefit from the most preferable alternatives over 3-year modeling period based on the Cooperative Game Model's result

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Selected alternatives</th>
<th>Minoo-Dasht</th>
<th>Azad-Shahr</th>
<th>Gonbad-Kavoos</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>58.1</td>
<td>112.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>67.6</td>
<td>113.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>50.1</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>111.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>60.2</td>
<td>112.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>34.9</td>
<td>19.85</td>
<td>59.9</td>
<td>114.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>40.1</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>110.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>63.2</td>
<td>110.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1. Cultivation Area

Cultivation area is an important decision variable which is optimized during the multi-objective optimization process. Table 3 compares the total cultivation area in the three regions based on the results of the M. O. model and obtained results from the cooperative game methods (grand coalition model) by applying UFB (alternative 80) and q-Approval FB (alternative 4) methods for the two most preferable alternatives. As illustrated in Table 3, for the M. O.model, the total cultivation area increases in the second year, while it decreases for the grand coalition model in the same year for both alternatives. The main reason is that Rice cultivation area intensively increases in the grand coalition model in the second year (Figure 3). It is completely rational, because the objective function of the grand coalition model is benefit maximization and Rice is a high expensive crop. Also Rice is a high water consumption crop and its excessive cultivation is a limit for other crops planting that led the total cultivation area to be decreased. The changes of the total cultivation area for each model in each year are relatively the same for both alternatives. Also, the average of the total cultivation area which resulted from the grand coalition model is more than that of the M. O.model.

Table 3. Total cultivation area (ha) over 3-year modeling period for multi-objective optimization model in comparison with grand coalition model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>(alternative 80)*</th>
<th>(alternative 80)**</th>
<th>(alternative 4)*</th>
<th>(alternative 4)**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>39559</td>
<td>42844</td>
<td>39895</td>
<td>43046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>40468</td>
<td>38053</td>
<td>39985</td>
<td>37000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>37327</td>
<td>39314</td>
<td>37550</td>
<td>39620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>39118</td>
<td>40070</td>
<td>39143</td>
<td>39890</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The multi-objective optimization model, ** Grand coalition model (UFB), *** Grand coalition model (q-Approval FB)

Figure 3. The average of cultivation area for each crop in both models in different years
### 3.2. Agricultural Benefit

Based on the obtained optimal cultivation areas for each crop and other parameters such as the crops’ price and cultivation cost, farmers’ benefits are calculated. Though no significant difference in cultivation area between the grand coalition model and the M. O. model results is observed (Table 3), the results show that for the selected alternatives (80, 4) the benefit resulted from the grand coalition model is significantly more than that of the M. O. model in which each region acts separately (Table 4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alternative</th>
<th>M.O. model*</th>
<th>Reallocated**</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>86.47</td>
<td>113.3</td>
<td>1.310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>86.3</td>
<td>114.65</td>
<td>1.328</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The multi-objective optimization model, ** Reallocated benefit of grand coalition model

As it can be seen in Table 4, the benefits obtained from selected alternatives by UFB (alternative 80) and q-Approval FB (alternative 4) are 31 and 33 percent greater than the same alternatives of the M. O. model, respectively. From this point of view, there is no significant difference between alternatives 80 and 4 ([((114.65-113.3)/114.65)*100 =1.17%]), although alternative 4 get 1.35 million dollar benefit more than alternative 80 based on the result of the grand coalition model. Table 5 also shows the benefits of the selected alternatives as the most preferable alternatives for each region in the study area. As it can be seen in this table, Gonbad-Kavoos region obtained the maximum increase in average rate of benefit, while no significant change in benefit ratio is observed for Minoo-Dasht. The values of “Ratio” depicts that the area of each crop in Minoo-Dasht is closely the same for the both models. The similar situation also exists in Azad-Shahr for the alternative 80. In the other cases, the greater values of “Ratio” show that the cultivation is focused on planting the valuable crops with less cost. Also the higher values for the total cultivation area for the case of the grand coalition model in comparison with the M. O. model (Table 3) can increase the benefit for the grand coalition model (Reallocated values).

### 3.3. Water Saving

Although there is an increase in the average cultivation area (Table 3), Table 6 shows a decrease in water allocation for the both alternatives (80 and 4) for the grand coalition model in comparison with the M. O. model. Accordingly the reduction rate of the water allocation for the UFB (alternative 80) and the q-Approval FB (alternative 4) are 10.5 and 10.2 percent, which lead to 48 MCM and 47 MCM saving water, respectively. As a result, it can be inferred that the share of high water consumption crops with more yield and economical values (Table 4) in alternative 4 is more than alternative 80.

### 3.4. The Trade of Crops

As mentioned earlier, one of the objectives in the M. O. model is to maximize the proportion of (virtual) green water to total agricultural water consumption. Since this objective is a function of cultivation area (decision variable), optimal cultivation area obtained from the model ensures the most extent of (virtual) green water usage in the regions. Based on the obtained results, the import and export rate of crops as the optimal results of agricultural trade are determined. Figures 4 and 5, as well as Table 7, illustrate the amount of import/export of crops for both M. O. model and grand coalition model. The negative values demonstrate import to regions when the production doesn’t satisfy its demands and the positive values demonstrate export from regions when the production exceeds its demands. Also, when the trade
of crops is about zero, the production almost meets the demands. As it can be seen in aforementioned Figures, the trends for both of the alternatives are the same so that Wheat and Corn are the crops with the most import and export, respectively. Moreover, a change of condition from export to import can be seen for Alfalfa.

![Figure 4](image1.png)

**Figure 4.** The trade of crops for alternative 80 in the two existing conditions over 3-year modeling period

![Figure 5](image2.png)

**Figure 5.** The trade of crops for alternative 4 in the two existing conditions over 3-year modeling period

### Table 7. The average of import (-) / export (+) values (ton) for the both model over 3-year modeling period

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alternative</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Crop</th>
<th>Wheat</th>
<th>Alfalfa</th>
<th>Barley</th>
<th>Bean</th>
<th>Rice</th>
<th>Corn</th>
<th>Soya</th>
<th>Cotton</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>Grand coalition</td>
<td></td>
<td>-201748</td>
<td>44820</td>
<td>-29596</td>
<td>-11783</td>
<td>-22577</td>
<td>418800</td>
<td>-84133</td>
<td>-54512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>-1.19</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Grand coalition</td>
<td></td>
<td>-202713</td>
<td>45345</td>
<td>-30834</td>
<td>-12385</td>
<td>-21902</td>
<td>431935</td>
<td>-83500</td>
<td>-54152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>-1.18</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The multi-objective optimization model

### 4. Conclusion

In the proposed approach a multi-objective cooperative game model is developed for an important agricultural district located in Golestan province. In our study, eight crops including Wheat, Alfalfa, Barley, Bean, Rice, Corn, Soya and Cotton are selected. The objectives introduced in the methodology are based on equity, economic, soil water utilization, and environmental issues. By solving the multi-objective optimization model for a 3-year period, 82 alternatives obtained as the possible solutions. Then the possible coalitions are formed and for each of them the maximized benefit is obtained. After that, different cooperative games are applied to reallocate the benefit of the grand coalition model for whole 82 solutions. In the next step, the most preferable alternatives are selected by Unanimity and $q$-Approval Fallback Bargaining methods. The results show that, in the grand coalition model, the cultivation area increases in comparison with the multi-objective optimization model (Table 3) and the agricultural benefit is increased up to 113.98 million dollars on average (Tables 3 and 4). Moreover, 47.5 MCM of water is saved in the grand coalition model (Table 6).
Thus, it is obvious that the grand coalition model’s performance is better than that of the multi-objective optimization. It is also noted that Wheat has the most volume of import, although its import is decreased in the grand coalition model (Figures 4 and 5). Furthermore, Corn has the most volume of export (Figures 4 and 5) which in the grand coalition model is more than that of the multi-objective optimization model. For future studies, we propose that a distributed groundwater simulation model to be considered instead of the current lumped model for groundwater allocation. Also, considering the uncertain nature of some data, it is recommended to apply stochastic methods.
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